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NOTE-- ON HOUSiNG IN THE 'TROPICS. 

I 
/ . 

The fact that, in the case of a hQ'll,.se in the tropics, mere coolin<> of'tbe air 
is not,sufficient to ensure cotnfort is \vell exemplified by the conditio~s obtain
ing in the 11-nderground ventilated chambers found in dwellings in Mesopotamia 
and India. To these the native inhabitants are accustome(l to resort rluring 
the hot hours of the day. On entering one of these subt~rranean sird11bs or 
tu kllanas, as they are called, a pleasant sensation of coolness is experienced, for 
the temperature of the chamber is considerably belo1v that of the external air. 
If, however, one remains for some time in the room a disagreeable feeling of 
~eat and stuffiness develvps and there is copious perspiration. These effects 
result from air stagnation and such a chamber can only be rendered bearable 
to.the European by the introduction of an elect.ric fan or punkah. 

It is true that in the case of an assembly room or concert hall it might be 
possible with a'dvantage to arrange fo1.' the air being cooled, but in the tropics 
there is·undoubtedly apt to he a danger of chill from such artificially cooled 
air, and any method aqopted on-a large scale will be found expensive. Schill· 
ing in his book " Tropenhygiene " describes and figures the Linde system as 
recommended by Ranke for use in the tropics. An elaborate installation is, 
however, required and such a method can never be widely employlld in tropical 
countries. ' 

Whatever may be done in connexion with public buildings, there can 1e 
no doubt that tlie problem centres in the dwelling-house, and h~re fortunately 
elabor~te cooling systems are uot required: - · 

A great deal can be accomplished by proper attention to site orientation, 
design, construction: and those principles ot.hygiene in the daily use of a house 
which are easily understood but by no. means always acted upon, · · 

Conditions -vary so much in the ury and the moist tropics and also in 
different parts of the world that it is uot easy to lay down gene1·al rules to co;ver 
all contingencies, A few notes may, however, be useful at the peesent juncture. 

In considering the erection of' a healthy d welling-hquse (or Europeans in 
the tropics much will depend on whethl}r the building cai be regarded &s a 
separate entity or has to be viewed as part of a settlement and its relation to its 
neighbours taken into- account \ • · ,. 

Site.-In choosing a site the following points require attention :...:. (' 

1. The opportunities for securing a good water supply. 
2. The facilities for existing food supply and for the removal of 

excreta and refuse.: ' · . 
3. The di1·ectio; of the prevailing winds, especially with reference to 

, the situation of any neighbouring swamps or native locations. · 

As regards the site itself it is desirable that- . _ 
• i. The· soil should be permeable_ and clean. "Made " ground must be 
avoided. Sandy or gravelly·soil is best, Like clay, such soil bears weight 
well, but, unlike clay, it is porous and does not shrink or ewell with changes in 
the weather. Such movements taking place in clay cause cracks tn buildings 
;placed upon it. 

2. The situation should be elevated, preferably on a slope with gooa natural 
drainage, not in any hollow, dry and with a cheerful outlook. Sometimes 
the presence of dense bush makes it difficult to determine levels. :In such a 
case the ground which keeps driest at the height of the rainy season :should be 
selected, so long as it is not near a swamp. If such be .the case, 1t may .be 
better to choose a site on lower ground and effect a good clearance of vegetatwn 
between it and the swamp: . 

1 

8. There should be sufficient air space, p.lenty of light, and a fi.ee circula· 
tio1~ of air. 

1411', w. i>. 
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· 4. It should permit of the ko1ese jaoi11g north a~~d south. 
5, In order to avoid excessive humidity 'it should be . a certain· distance 

from the sea, from large bodies of water, and from swamps. 
The evil r:sul ts of placing houses too close to the banks of tropical rivers 

have ftequently been apparent in the case of government and trading po$ts: 
To save the expense and trouble of transport, houses are too often erected near 
anopheline nurseries in swampy river stretches or in pools left by the falling 
river. Moreover, river banks are very apt· to be polluted by natives. and 
various nuisances thereby created in close proximity to European· dwellings. 
Hence in places where no efficient sanita1·y staff exists a site near a 
river bank should only be chosen when a careful consideration of all the con. 
ditions shows thllt it is free from danger. It is interesting to note that Shilluk 

· villages on the White Nile are almost..lnvariably situated a long gistance from 
t)le river bank. · - . - · 

6. It should be well-away from marshes, rice fields, native quarters, stables, 
· cow-sheds, and other places which are apt to be insanitary. . · 

The level of the ground water should beconstant, but, where this cannot, 
be secured, then the ground water at its lowest level should not approach to 
within less than 8 feet from the surface. · 

.Materials.-8ome of these possess a special hygienic importance in the 
tropics; for it must be remembered that in a hor country a house both absorbs 
and gives off heat. Under each condition the health and comforl; of the in
habitants may be affected. 

· The materials themselves· vary according to the country and the climate , 
and require no detailed consideration here. · · 

Unburnt brick is commonly used, either alone or worked up with chopped 
straw of some kind. · When employed' as a plaster· it is frequently mixed with. 
cow-dung, It may be utilized in the form of bricks or as a putty-like mass 
supported by wattle-work and allowed to set in situ. Bricks, stone, coral rock, 
concrete, and wood are other substances used for foundations and walls. 
' Pent roofs are often made of corrugated sheet iron.. Thatch is also em· 
ployed. In t.A.rab countries the flat roof is made of mud, worked ,up with cow· 
dung or stable manure and laid on boarding or on.straw matting and rope netting. 

Sand bricks for house walls have a certain vogue in Egypt but do not 
weather very well. The use of concrete and cement blocks is increasing and 
they have many advantages. Hollow aonorete blocks are said to have little 
superiority oiJer those rohick are solid. · 'fhey can, however, sometimes be 
employed with advantagll for interior partition walls. 

Rouses built largely of wood are· not very suitable as~.permanent dwell· 
ings. 'lhey rapidly fall into disrepair, are apt to be destroyed by termites'where 
these exist, tend to harbour vermin and become very .inflammable,· · 

The woods used in house construction should, if possible, be indigenous. 
Whatever wood is used, · it should be carefully seasoned. Other materials · 
commonly entoriog into house construction are tiles, mor4J,r,, cement, plaster, 
asphalt, felt, canvas, and iron. The last, in the form of girder~, is often. used 
in roof construction in countries where flat roofs are the fashion. The use of . 
rolled sf.eel joists with brick-arching between and· a. waterproofing material 
over all has proved very satisfactory. In places where timber is scarce . or has 
become very expensive, as in Burma, reinforced concrete has been used to 
replace wooden posts, girders, wall plates and quarterings, and is said to have 
proved highly successful. Reinforced concrete also finds a use as a building 
material iu countl'ies where earthquakes are common and severe. 

Earthquake-proof buildings have now been erected in several tropical , 
towns, as, for example, Kingston, Jamaica. · . · 

It should be noted that stone, brick, and wood are bad conductors.-oflteat. 
T.keg wa1•m up slowly but retail~ the heat longe1• than good ·conductors, such as 
metals. Tl!e specific heat of wood ·compat•ed to that if air is as 1 : 1·083. 

The question of maberials is unfortunately often governed chiefly by the local 
conditions rather .than ~y strict hygienic considerations, but it.is desirable not 
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to forget the latter even though· one may be driven "to. cut the coat to suit the 
cloth ". and to · employ whatever may be readily available and not too 
expensive. ~-

In a dry country mud l1aB many advantage;:-It permits ventilation through 
i! and does not retain and radiate heat like brick or stone. It is cheap and 
houses can be ea.sily constructed from it even when there is very little in the 
way of skilled labour. ~on the otbDr hand, in countries where the rainfall is 
heavy it is better to employ brick or stone. Stone is cooler and more. durable 
thm1 b1-iclc but not so easily handled· and its greater weight necessitates a 
stronger foundation. It is, as a rule, more impervious to driving rain than 
brick and usually has a better appearance. Door and window fittings are 'more 
easily adjusted in a brick or stone house than in a mud dwelling. · 

·oene1•al co11siderations.-Before proceeding to the question of construction 
certain points shoold be constdered. One of these is the distance of 
the house f'l-om the equato1•, fo1· the B'Ufl's movements m•e a determining factor i1~ 
Q.Onstruction. .J.t the equator the sun's rays stt•ike a house at a diD erent angle 
than is the case-when the house is situated either no?•th or sou!h, near one of the 
tropics, and this fact must be taken into account when co118t1•ucting roojiJ and 
ve1•andahs. In latitudes some distance north of the equator Ike south side of the 

· house must be protected, in those soutlt of the line the nol·tlte1'1~ aspect must be 
shielded /1•om the still. . . . . 

The direction of the .prevailing winds· has been mentioned in relation to 
the site. It has to be taken-into account when building the house, for it is very 
~portan~ t.hat the wind. sh()uld blow through it, if possible Jn an oblique direc-
tlO~ (Sah1llmg). · • ' , 

Sometimes in planning the bouse arrangements can be made whereby the 
bedrooms get the benefit of the night winds, while the living rooms are cooled by 
the winds which l:>low through the day. . · 

Such a lay-out is very desirable. · 
As a ru1e the long side of the house should run from east to ~est. Arab 

builders in desert countries sometimes design houses, the main).:mlk of which· 
is to the east, the building tapering to the west, a very wise provision so far 
~s coolness goes. The inconvenience of a house of thiS shape may, however, / 

...-outweigh its hygienic Mvantages. Still the idea is worthy of consideration in 
designing European houses.' _ 

It has been said that, as a rule, the long side of the house should run from 
east to west, but in certain parts of the tropics this is not desirable, and in this 
connection one cannot do better than quote the remarks of Dr. Cameron 
Blair in his Sanitary Repot•t of the Northern Provinces, Nige1·ia, 1917. He 
says:-

" Attempts are always made to have buildings-particularly residentiaL 
ones-oriented correctly where possible. In the greater part of the Northern Pro
vinces, however, the course of the sun is to the south of the straight line from 
east to ·west. Were a building, therefore, oriented truly instead of correctly, 
the result would be that,. during practically two-thirds of the year, the sun -
would run parallel with the southern verandah; ·for the country lies between 
the equator and the Northern Tropic. The general practice aimed at, therefore, 
is· to cant buildings round so that their length lies from E. N. E. toW. S. W. 
By this arrangement, the sun can only penetrate the eastern end of the south· 
ern verandah for a brief space in the early morning; and the western end of the 
northern one,J for a brief space in the afternoQn; the lateral walls thus receive 
a tnininlum of direct sun•rays. " ' · 

Such an arrangement is, of course, of wide application. 
It is a gre~t matter to design a residence which shal!'be comfortab!e, for 

dub life in the tropics too often tends towards alcoholism and a man 1s less 
likely to become .a victim of this habit if he possesses a comfortable abode. 

A house should not be too low, for a moderate height ensures better per• 
&tion of air. · In most parts of the tropics it is a distinct adva_ntage to. erect 
a two-storied house, because houses of one story are apt to be mfested m the 
evenings by such insects as mosquitoes and chironomidre. One can usually 
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be in the upper part of the dwelling. If a two-storied hous,e can be obtained 
it is an advantage to protect the doorways and- windows, or at least' the win
dows of the lower story with iron grat-ings so-that the doors and windows can be 
safely left open .at night, permitting th~ entry of co~paratively cool night 
air. · 

Conatruction.-Sometimes it is consldered better to raise the house on 
pillars or arches which, Jike a plinth, prot~ct to some extent against damp . 

'and vermin, especially termites ; l'el!der tlle house mo1·e accessible to breeze~, 
and make for privacy, as people cannot so easily see into it; 

' PiUars and arclles pe1·mit f1•ee ventilation under tlte house, but too often 
the space beneath the superstructure becomes a receptacle for rubbish of all 
kinds or is neglected until it becomes. unsightly. It is well to cover it with, 
clean gravel if the latter can be obtained,, 
\ ])onble -?falls . .::..It is certainly im advantage to have double walls; but they 
are costly- if built of brick. It iF, however, ]_)ossible to erect a thin outer 
and inner wall of cement. If the space between them be filled with sand or 
asphalt such walls·are heat-proof and do not harbour rats. 

Roof.-Whether this be flat or sloping, it is a great advantage to have an 
air space between it and the ceilings of the rooms. This space must be venti· 
lated and must be rendered vermin-proof, e~pecially in places where bats are 
prevalent. Hence all ventilation openings must .be screened. . 

A corrugated or galvanized iron roof is hot, ugly unless painted an agree· 
able colour, and heavy rain falling op. it makes such _a noise that it may be 
impossible for the occupant of the h'ouse to get restful sleep. 'Moreover, if 
exposed to salt sea air in the tropics corrll.gat.ed iron rapidly deteriorates. A 
wooden roof placed below the corrugated iron portion makes for coolness, while 
sometimes it is possible to place a thatch roof on the corrn\ated iron. 

Flat roofs are hotter than pent roofs and' .do not adapt/ themselves so. well 
to ventilation, but they possibly aid in the dissipation ofheat during the night 
and they fdrm excellent sleeping places in hot weather. When so used they 
should be provided with some kind of shed or shelter to protect' from dust and 
rain and to shield against the early morning sun in the case of those who · need 
not rise at daybreak or who are indulging in what i_s called a "European 
morning." · 

1 

Attention may be directed' to 'vhat are _known as " Stoney's roofs, " · de· 
scribed in the Tropical ])iseases Bulletin, Vol. 13, 1919. They are used in the 

• buildings of the Madras Railway and fl.re stated to be both cheap and coo~. 
The vera1tdah is one of the most important parts of a tropical house. It 

should be at least 3! metres wide and should always be ventilated, as otherwise 
a cushion of hot, stagnant air lies up against the side of the house. ' ' 

There ~re two methods of ventilating a verandah: (1) by attaching the 
shade roof of pillars well away from the house wall in such a manner that a. 
free circulation of air is obtained; this method was adopted by the Germans in 
Dar·es·Salaam ; (2) by constructing the verandah in two parts, i.e., a narrow 
portion of the nature of an ov_.erlap projecting from the wall of the house, and 
the second or main portion which is not carried right up against the wall of -
the house. In this way a space i~ left between the lower portion of the over· 
lap, which permits of the escape of hot air. The overlap must be ·sufficient 

, to preven~ ,rain from driving in through the aperture and the latter should be 
screened m order to exclude vermin. 

Where the verandah is not of the stone portico type so cominon in India 
it is an advantage if its roof be double. The upper portion may consist of 
corrugated iron or wood covered with asphalted felt or tiles ; the low~ portion 
of boards, therp being a closed space of about 4 inches depth between the two 
layers. · 

' The side of ~he house most exposed to the sun (north of the equator, the 
south side and 'Dfoe verstt) must be provided with a wider verandah than the 
shady side. Sometimes the verandah is carried right round the___house, but this . 
is not a ;necessity if in other respects, i.e., as regards windows, etc., the house 
is properly designed for tropical C!onditions. . --
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T~e ve!·and~h flOOl' sho~ld. slope o~twat·ds t~ lhe parapet or balustrade so 
that!am dmen 1n by the wmd .mar qu1ekly d!·am away through appropriate ., 
openmgs ... 

Care must be taken that the verandah does not make. the rooms too dark, 
for mosquitoes and other noxious creatures love darkness rather than li "'ht. 

· The exact degree of shade will vary in individual cases. It ·is usually p
1
osslble 

to render a verandah more shady by means of venetian blinds, native mats or 
special screens fixed on rollers. 

. While verandahs are highly desirable they are not an absolute necessity in 
hot dry countries so far as securing coolness within the house is concerned. 
Houses with thick walls of mud or clay, whitewashed on the outside, with roofs 
of thick matting preferably plastered ·over and coloured .light, can be kept 
wonderfully cool, provided the windows are shuttered and they and the doors 
are kept closed during the heat of the day. Ziemann records a case in Angola 
where in a house of this type the temperature was 22" C., while outside it was 
-54~ C. 'In this instance the doors and windows were opened only at night. 

The height of tl!e rooms is, an important matter in tropical houses. It 
should not be less ,than 10 feet and in one-story dwellings may with advantage 
be more, for the heat radiated' from a roofis in inverse ratio to the square of 
its distance. The roqms themselves should be as large and airy as possible. 

OlerestOI'I/ windoros may with-advantage be placed high up in the walls of 
lofty rooms. They have been largely adopted in the case of the houses designed 
for the New Delhi. · · 

Where houses are not provided with verandahs it is a mistake to make the 
windows too ·large, but where these can be properly shaded b~ means of veran· 
dahs and jalousies they should-conform to the usual size, i.e., a tenth or twelfth 
of the floor space. _ 

- For a climate like that of the Red Sea littoral Crossland has recommended 
the provision of sliding louvered shutters inside the glass frames and sliding 
dom·s louvered to the bottor1~ so that the slats being set at an angle of 45•, 
the wind is deflected upwards by them and reaches the face and body of anyollll 
~eated in the r~om;..,thus making for coolness. , 

Sliding doors are apt to stick but this disadvantage can be obviated in 
large measure by placing their handles as low as possible and soaping, not 
greasing, the grooves in which they rn;n. ' • 

The same author points out that, while it is necessary in the case of inland 
houses to close all windows and doors during the heat of the day, it may not be 
advisable to follow this procedure in the case of houses situated on the sea-coast. 
In such a situation every advantage should be taken of the air movements which 
are so frequent in close proximity to the ocea:t)-. · · 

Opinions vary a good deal about th11 best colour for the external aspect of 
. a tropical house. . All agree that the roof should be light in order to reflect 
heat, but in practice it is very difficult to maintain a light-coloured roof. One 
should, however, ap]Jroach to the ideal as far as possible. Walls should also
theoretically be light-coloured, but questions of glare, of maintenance and of 

-, . capacity fot shewing up dirt and stllinR have all to be considered .. Probably 
a dull light yellow'-a kind of cream colour-is really best. The internal surface 
of walls should be white or light-coloured. . , 

Khas·khas tatties are largely used in India for rendering the air of a house 
_ cool, but they carry with them, the risk of chill. The P?nkah i~ still used ~nd 
. the electricity-driven type 1s probably the best mechamcal deVIce for securmg 

coolness. · 
Small electric fans have their disadvantages, but the large ceiling fans are 

very useful, though it is doubtful if they are better than punkahs. "Clockwork 
and oil-driven fans are not vecy satisfactory. 

Comparative absence of dust ~nd a certain degree of coolness., may. be 
secm·ed by planting sward grasses near or around the bouse. Those ~est. suited 
for the purposff"are Pabama or Dub ~rass, Oynod011 dacty!on (the N ~ghil grass 
of the Arabs commonly grown m the_ Sudau); St. Augustine grass, 

• 
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Stenotapnrum . americanum, vel Secuhdatum · and J.:eonojJUs. :compressus 
(Paspalum Platycaulon, carpet grass). The last named does well under humid. 

t conditions such as obtain on ljttorals, while the St. Augustine grass is better for 
slightly saline s~il and is said to stand a fairly_ dry climatE 

ANDEEW BALFOUR. 


